Platonic, romantic, familial: there are numerous types of relationships that we
form over a lifetime. Pleased To Meet You is the fourth strand of films at ASFF 2021.
At Aesthetica, our programmes are curated into six daily strands that offer a wide-ranging view of how film has
the power to ignite, transform and change the world. Curation at ASFF is centred around powerful storytelling,
compelling narratives and ideas. Across seven reels and three features, Strand 4 explores interpersonal
connections, the contexts with which they are formed and how they ultimately define us. But how do we
define our associations? At what point does an acquaintance become something more? And how has the digital
age altered the ways we make and cut ties, irrevocably?
For comedy lovers, Pleased to Meet You features two reels. The Rocky Road of Romance looks at how the true
course of love never ran smooth, in films like Joshua Thornton-Allan’s provocatively titled Fuck the Honeymoon,
and Seeds of Love, made during lockdown with a three-person cast and crew. Dark Laughs, meanwhile,
highlights exactly why comedy is the best way into the heart of darkness, with a series of shorts about
keyboard warriors, dog walkers and even a West End star.
ASFF has always been dedicated to showcasing films for younger viewers, and in the Family Friendly reel, Just
the Two of Us, a quartet of delightful films explore the bonds of family and friendship. A truly international
selection – from Croatia, Australia, Iceland, and France – the message is clear: these shorts are about finding a
common sense of humanity. The dramatic genre is also strongly represented with three distinct reels, each
containing six films. In Play Nice, these dysfunctional family dramas, like Blue Corridor 15 and Peninsula,
explore tensions and connections in everyday life. With shorts from South Africa, Italy, France, Coming to Grips
with the World looks at why we want to belong, why we sometimes need to escape, and how feeling irrelevant
is a lonely space. To Feel Again, meanwhile, has one mission in mind: to let audiences open their emotions
through the portal of storytelling.
Two narrative features are also included. Directed by Jakob Zapf, A Handful of Water is a film from Germany
that pits together two people from very different generations: the 85-year-old Konrad, a recent widower, and
12-year-old Theba, who seeks to avoid deportation. Iranian film Botox marks the feature debut of Kaveh

Mazaheri, after making several shorts and documentaries, and tells the story of two sisters who lie about the
disappearance of their brother.
In venue, strands are screened across a variety of days, whilst virtually, they will be released daily, 2-7
November.
Notes for Editors:
For press information please contact Kate Simpson, Associate Editor, kate@aestheticamagazine.com, or visit:
asff.co.uk/press.
•

About the Festival: The Aesthetica Short Film Festival is one of the UK’s leading film events founded in 2010. It is
a unique gathering point for filmmakers, industry delegates and audiences. This year, ASFF marks its 11th edition
with an extended six-day festival, that runs in-person, online and hybrid, in York from 2-7 November, and virtually
2-30 November.

•

The Film Programme: This year’s festival features over 300 works across short and feature film, virtual reality and
immersive experiences. ASFF presents an extensive programme, with works participating from around the world.
This year’s Official selection will be organised as part of six curated strands, titled How it Was, How it is, How it
Will be; Humanity on the Edge; When Life Gives You Lemons, Make Lemonade; Pleased to Meet You; Mirror,
Mirror; and Nobody’s Free Until Everybody’s Free.

•

Guest Programmes: This year’s Guest Programmes span vast distances, with focuses including South Africa,
Indonesia, Iraq, Afghanistan and China, from T A P E’s centring of female filmmakers of Islamic heritage, to We
Are Parable’s celebrations of Black filmmaking. Docs Ireland demonstrates how a divided past continues to shape
Northern Irish culture, whilst Directors Notes offers a provocative take on identity politics, and ASFF screens a
three-part programme commemorating 9/11.

•

New Wave: ASFF is the only festival in the UK that offers a dedicated strand celebrating graduate filmmakers. This
is your chance to see work by fresh talent and to meet the visionaries who will shape the future of film.

•

Live Industry Events: Every year, we welcome industry leaders from a range of disciplines to speak about their
craft. This year, we welcome acclaimed editors, directors and actors such as Sally Potter, Nicolas Chaudeurge,
Maxine Peake, Gamba Cole and Francis Lee as well as leading practitioners across more than 50 masterclasses.

•

Industry Marketplace: Returning to ASFF for the third year, the Industry Marketplace finds a new home in both a
live and virtual space, welcoming more than 40 exhibitors from leading exhibitors, including production services,
film festivals, screen agencies and renowned universities. A unique platform in the UK, the Industry Marketplace
offers a vital platform for practitioners to make connections and uncover opportunities. asff.co.uk/industrymarketplace.

•

Tickets, Events & Passes: In-Person, Hybrid and Virtual Passes are available. Prices start from £25 and cover an
entire household if attending virtually. To book your ticket, visit asff.co.uk/tickets.

•

Press Credentials: ASFF offers journalists an unparalleled opportunity to immerse in a cinematic playground for
the duration of the festival, taking advantage of our both live and on demand events. To register email:
kate@aestheticamagazine.com.

•

The Aesthetica Short Film Festival is produced by Aesthetica Magazine, one of the UK’s leading publications for
contemporary art and culture. aestheticamagazine.com.

•

Connect with ASFF on social: Twitter @asffest | Facebook @aestheticashortfilmfest | Instagram @asffestival

